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mony where there was a mistake as to the
nature of the ceremony or the identity of the
other party where one party had been de
clared of unsound mind and was detained as a
lunatic at the tune of the ceremony where
the parties were within the prohibited degrees
of relationship (eg brother and sister or
uncle and niece) or where the ceremony was
not m due form or was a mock marriage
(11) Marriages which are Voidable—-t e
which stand good unless and until one party
or the other ( the Petitioner } successfully
petitions the Court for annulment—i e where
either party was sexually impotent at the date
of the ceremony where either party has wil
fully refused to consummate the marriage
where the marriage was induced by threats or
fear or duress d e force) or where one
spouse was intoxicated at the time of the
ceremony
The Act of 1965 added certain other grounds
(a) where either party was at the tune of the
ceremony m fact of unsound mind but had not
been declared so or was then a mental defective
or then subject to recurrent fits of insanity or
epilepsy (6) where the other spouse was at the
time of the marriage suffering from venereal
disease hi a communicable form and (c) where
the wife was at the time of the marriage pregnant
by some person other than the petitioning husband
But in those last cases (a) (b) and (c) the Court
must not grant a decree unless it is satisfied that
the petitioner was at the time of the marriage
ignorant of the facts alleged that the proceedings
were instituted within a year of the marriage
and that there has been no sexual intercourse
between the parties with the consent of the peti
tioner since he or she discovered that there were
grounds for a decree of nullity
"Where a marriage is void (see aboie) the law
regards it as never having taken place at all
Where it is voidable the decree annuls the
marriage retrospectively from its inception but
certain transactions between the parties while they
actually remained married are validated and the
Court has power to order maintenance for the
woman and any child who would m the normal
way have been the legitimate child of the parties
remains legitimate notwithstanding the annul
ment
Sterility—i e inability to produce children—is
not in itself a ground for annulment of the
marriage If the impotence of one spouse appears
to be curable without danger the Court may be
fore pronouncing a decree reauire that oppor
tunity for cure be first given If he or she refuses
to undergo examination or treatment the Court
may infer after hearing the other party s evidence
that impotence exists The petitioning husband
or wife may ask for a nullity deciee on the ground
of his or her own impotence provided he or she did
not know of it at the time of the marriage And
there have been recent cases m which both part
nets have been granted deciees
Apart from the one year rule (mentioned in the
last paragraph but two) in certain Cases delay
(however long) m petitioning for nullity is no bar
to the grant of a decree
(b) Divorce—(i) Its Nature and Purpose —
Divorce means the breaking of the legal tie of
marriage by a decree of the Court There has
been much contioversy on the subject
We have to start by facing the unpalatable
truth that some marriages do break down in fact
The symptoms of break down, may be continual
strife and sometimes violence between the
spouses so long as they continue to live together
or there may be an actual breaking up of the home
because one or the other finds the situation hi
tolerable and leaves The function of the law
should be to deal with this state of affairs as best it
can paying due regard (a) to the interests of the
children (if any) who are innocent parties to the
dispute (6) to the interests of the spouses and of
any third party involved (c) to the Interests of
public decency and the safeguarding of family life
generally
Divorce Is the drastic remedy provided by the
civil law In the case of a marriage which has al
ready broken down in, fact the availability of
 divorce does not bung about the break down any
more than the availability of surgical treatment
can be said to bring about ill health A marriage
may break down—that is to say the kernel
of the marriage the mutual respect and affection
between the spouses has withered away only an
empty shell—the legal tie—continues to subsist
between them How should this situation be
dealt with by law?
It is common ground among both the upholders
of the orthodox view and those who advocated
reform first that every possible effort should be
made by private individuals and public institu
tions to effect a reconciliation if at all possible
Such efforts are favoured by the law and excellent
work is done to this end by religious organisations
medical men probation officers and such msti
fcutions as the Marriage Guidance Council
Secondly it Is common ground that if such
efforts are unsuccessful and the breach proves irre
parable in fact the interest of the children of the
family should be paramount and no pains
should be spared to secure their proper care and
maintenance The Matrimonial Proceedings and
Property Act 1970 defines a child of the
family is (a) a child of both parties and (6)
any other child not boarded out with them by a
local authority or voluntary organisation who
has been treated by both parties as a child of the
family There aie elaborate provisions for the
protection of all such children (D38(l» the wel
fare of the children is the (paramount consideiation
irrespective of the rights and wrongs as between
the parents Nobody will deny that once the
marriage has broLen down in fact the children
will suffer to some extent but it does not follow
that they would suffer less if the legal tie between
the parents were preserved or if the home with
its atmosphere of stufe and perhaps of violence
were kept together at all costs—even assuming
such a thing were possible A divorce may not
be granted unless the Judge has made an order
declaring whether he is satisfied that all possible
arrangements have been made for the care and
upbringing of the children that the only children
of the family are those named in the order that
the arrangements are satisfactory or the best that
can be devised or that there are no children of
the family A decree absolute made urtthout
such order is void But if circumstances make it
desirable to grant the decree absolute without
delay although arrangements for the children
have not been finalised the Court may make an
order to that effect accepting an undertaking
from one or both parties to bring the question
back before the Court at the earliest opportunity
la the last named case nobody is entitled to
question the validity of the decree once the
Judge s order is made
The Divorce Reform Act 1969 has revolution
ised the law The old attitude that divorce is a
penalty upon the guilty party has been
abolished From 1 January 1971 (when the new
Act came mto foice) only one ground for filing
a divorce petition by either party {the peti
tioner ) will exist vis that the marriage has
irretrievably broken doiM—i e that it is impossible
for the couple to go on living together as man and
wife After long debate Parliament decided that
to prove such breakdown it would be impiaetic
able for the Courts to investigate the whole history
of the marriage which would reauire lengthy
evidence from both parties perhaps lasting for
days The Act therefore provides five points of
evidence on one of which the petitioner must
satisfy the Court satisfy means that he or she
must convince the Court on a balance of proba
bihties —not (as in criminal cases (D9(2))
beyond all reasonable doubt One of the five
following points of evidence must be proved
(a) that the respondent (the other party to the
proceedings) has committed adultery and the
petitioner finds it intolerable to live with him or
her
(6) that the respondent has behaved in such a
way that the petitioner cannot reasonably be
expected to live with >»m 01 her
(c) that the respondent has deserted the peti
tioner for a continuous period of at least two years
immediately preceding the petition

